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Color masterbatches are important for brand owners for several 
reasons. First and foremost, color plays a crucial role in creating 
brand identity and recognition. The right color can help to 
convey the values, personality, and message of a brand, and 
can help to establish a connection with consumers.

Using color masterbatches allows brand owners to achieve the 
exact shade and tone they desire, ensuring consistency across 
all their products. This is particularly important for brands with a 
large product range, where color matching can be a challenge. 
By using color masterbatches, brand owners can be confident 
that their products will have a consistent color across all their 
lines, regardless of production location or batch size.

In addition, color masterbatches can help brand owners meet 
regulatory requirements. Many industries have specific 
regulations governing the use of certain colors in their products. 
By using color masterbatches, brand owners can ensure that 
their products comply with these regulations, avoiding potential 
legal issues and costly recalls.

Color is a power which directly       
influences the soul." - Wassily Kandinsky

Overall, color masterbatches are an important tool for brand 
owners looking to create a strong brand identity, improve 
production efficiencies, and meet regulatory requirements. By 
working with QolorTech’s High Performance Colors, brand 
owners can be confident that they are getting high-quality color 
solutions that meet their specific needs.

Focus on Application

High Performance Colors

Take Advantage of     
Sustainable Features

for Superior Customized
Colors
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Tailor made on performance and economy for food and 
non-food applications for indoor and outdoor use. 
Perfect color matches with broad range of products 
engineered for virgin and recycle applications varying in 
pigment-content, -type and -loading as well as carrier 
system.

The QolorTech Masterbatches are combined with effects 
for process and performance.

Circularity: Recyclate, material flow
Polymer: rPE, rPP, PA, PS, PHA

Performance & Process: Anti-statics, flame retardants, 
anti-oxidants, UV stabilizers, blowing and slipping 
agents

Color: black, white, blue
red, terracotta, green

Application/Regulation: Automotive, Electronics, 
Agriculture, Building and Construction, Food

Polymer
LD-PE, HD-PE
PP, PA, PS

Circularity
Recyclate,
material flow

Application/Regulation

Performance & Process
Anti-statics, flame retardants, anti-
oxidants,
UV stabilizers, blowing and slipping agents

Configure
your Batch

Agriculture Building & Food
Construction

Color
Black, white, blue
red, terracotta, green

Automotive Electronics
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Masterbatches Black

Grade Loading Shade Applications
PE 10/1036 65% Red-Brown General purpose PE/PP
PE 10/1095 65% Yellow-Brown General purpose PE/PP
PP 10/1143 65% Yellow-Brown General purpose PP
PE 40/2152 65% Bordeaux General purpose PE/PP/PS

Grade Loading Filler Applications
PE 1440 35% yes General purpose PE/PP Food
PE 1260-1275 60-75% no General purpose PE/PP Food
PE 1261-1271 60-75% no Exterior grades, good UV-resistance

Masterbatches White

Masterbatches Terracotta

Grade Loading Pigment Applications
PE 8005-8012 15-40% HAF-Black General purpose PE/PP
PE 8005F-8012F 15-40% P-Black General purpose PE/PP Food
PE 8355 50% HAF-Black General purpose PE/PP
PE 8301F 40% P-Black General purpose PE/PP Food
EVA 6745 45% HAF-Black Universal Black
EVA 6745F 45% P-Black Universal Black Food
UN 800/50 50% Jet-Black Universal-High gloss black
UN 810/50 50% Jet-Black Universal-High gloss black Food



QolorTech BV
Aalbosweg 26 | NL-8171 MA Vaassen | The Netherlands | Fon +31 (0) 578 569 666  |  www.qolortech.nl

Chemische Fabrik Budenheim KG 
Division Material Science  |  Rheinstraße 27  |  55257 Budenheim |  Germany  |  Phone +49 6139 89 0  |  www.budenheim.com 

Any information contained herein and any advice given by Budenheim is made to the best of our ability on the basis of current industrial practice and our own knowledge 
and experience. Any responsibility for damages resulting from the use of or reliance upon such information or products such information refers to is limited pursuant to our 
Conditions of Sale and Supply. Neither our advice nor any information contained herein shall cause the purchaser or any other person or entity using or intending to use our 
products to refrain from testing our products, verifying any suggestions contained in our information and/or reviewing (and, if relevant, respecting) any conflicting patent and 
other proprietary rights; and we expressly request and invite the customer or such other user of our products to perform such tests, have such tests performed prior to any 
commercial use or other application of our products for the specific use and application intended and to review (and, if relevant, to respect) any conflicting patent and other 
proprietary rights relevant for the specific product and/or use. 

contact us
For further technical assistance and for the 
right product selection, click here or scan QR-code

youtu.be/hHBqGwVsQqM
Budenheim Polymers

Brochure on Polymer Ingredients and Masterbatches
QolorTech®, BUDIT®, EPSOLUTE®, Plug into a safe and 
sustainable future
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 We help when standard formulations don’t work
 We explain how you can save money on your coloring costs
 We support with flexible production and logistics equipment

Welcome to the QolorTech approach and the success stories with special customer projects

Challenge: Masterbatch Beige with performance characteristics for PP pipe
Both color, durability and welding properties where involved in this specific project. QolorTech
made a
customer specific proposal that turned out to be cost saving plus getting the right color in shade 
and in
opacity with satisfying performance characteristics.

Challenge: Masterbatch Blue for PP container based on recycled material
With a given reference color for new material and a specified narrow tolerance on the a, b, L curves,
QolorTech developed an economic proposal that gives the same color in a mixture of virgin/ 
recycled
PP. Possible warpage and extra durability with UV-stabilizer were tested in depth before this project
could be closed successfully.
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